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APPALACHIAN SEARCH AND RESCUE CONFERENCE, INC. 

SEARCH AND RESCUE OPERATIONS PLAN 


(ASRC SAROP) 


PURPOSE, 
This document is intended to provide a general outline 

of the procedures to be followed by the ASRC in conducting 
search or rescue operations. It is for the general informa
tion of any interested parties, but is particularly intended 
for the orientation of ASRC members and members of other or
ganizations with which the ASRC comes in contact. 

SCOPE, 
The SAROP treats SAR organization and procedures only 

in a very general way' it neither covers any detailed pro
cedures nor gives any official ASRC standards. These may be 
found in the ASRC Operations Manual. The SAROP treats ele
ments of search strategy only in an incidental fashion. This 
material is available in the SAR literature. 
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I. 	 INTRODUCTION 
In order that a search and rescue operations plan 

(SAROP) be ·both effective and practical it must meet four 
important criteria. The first is 
A) 	 Completeness. 
, The SAROP must anticipate and provide for all aspects
:!!..,..~w ~C> I<~(,'-'fi' 

of ,,(SAID operations. Means must be provided to meet the needs 
of the searchers while simultaneously providing procedures to 
deal with a multitude of search and rescue contingencies. 
Although the general problem of SAR is one of considerable 
complexity, the SAROP, if it is to be practical, must have 
B) Simplicity. 

The SAROP will be executed by fallible people, often un
der considerable stress. If the SAROP is as simple as possi
ble, the searchers are less likely to make mistakes which 
would jeopardize the success of the mission. FUrthermore, a 
complex plan burdens the searchers with its own procedures 
rather than fulfilling its proper function of freeing their 
creative powers to attack the mission's more substantial 
problems. 

The SAROP attempts to simplify the conduct of a SAR 
mission by identifying and standardizing only the most impor
tant and general procedures. For each routine function a fqrm 
is provided which outlines the standard procedure so the 
searcher doesn't forget anything, provides work space so the 
searcher gets complete and correct information and can organ
ize his thoughts, and, finally, provides a written record for 
the accurate information of other searchers and for documenta
tion of the mission afterwards. Completing the paperwork as
sures that the mechanics of the Plan are executed smoothly and 
efficiently but with a minimum of effort. 

Still, many different situations may arise during a mis
sion, and rigid standardization will impede progress rather 
than improve it. Hence the importance of 

C) Adaptability. 

C· 	 Although the SAROP is intended to provide standard pro



cedures which may be followed with little thought, it does 

not ignore .the intelligence of the searchers who are using ". J"'''' 
it. It is up to the mission leaders to adapt the Plan to the~, 
situation at hand and apply only those procedures which are 
necessary or useful. It is through adaptability that a sim
ple plan can be complete. 

There are two main features of the SAROP which aid its 
adaptability. The first is the organization of a mission into 
five phases. 

Phase ~, Alert and Mobilization 
Phase 1. The Quick Response (,_ S,,",E.6i=> ' 

Phase 2. Scratch and(SttfVeYj Searching 
Phase ). Saturation Searching 
Phase 4, Withdrawal 
Each phase need only be initiated if it is appropriate, 

and the strategy employed in each phase is based upon need 
rather than procedure. 

The second adaptable feature of the SAROP is the func
tional organization. The Plan describes many jobs which may 
need to be performed during a mission. How people are as
signed to jobs, or the jobs to people, depends upon the cir
cumstances and is up to the leaders. For exam-ple, a Field 
Team is composed of Leader, Medic, Rescue Specialist, Radio 
Operator, Driver and Searchers, but on a sim-ple task a team 
of two people can discharge all of these duties. The titles 
used in the SAROP are carried by functions, not individual 
1"Ieople "'-;;c iYlAI,.J Re:1l6.......... ~ ..,;~.....~l ''-I+/,..:>G. TI11Ob~ I""\J/-lLT't-..>".. I.!>,-,:::o. ?R/:>JllO"..._"-,,,,=" 
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Finally, an effective and practical SAROP must provide 
D) Clear Delineation of Authority. 

A SAR operation can only be successful if it is a co
ordinated, unified effort •. An operation involving many peo
ple of different background, capabilities, and training can 
only be expected to succeed if the standards of the SAROP 
are enforced by a unified leadership with a well-defined 

hierarchy. 
Although some sort of para-military chain of command 

http:S,,",E.6i
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may be the ideal, ASRC leaders must understand that neither 
ASRC members nor volunteers will submit to such a system, and 
it is surely not necessary. Nevertheless, the leaders must 
be able to expect that their instructions will be followed 
fully and that all searchers will respect the command hier
archy. 

The SAROP provides five distinct levels of authority. 
Searcher level, Field Team level, Staff level, ~t;s~n Coor
dinator and Responsible Agent. It is most important that all 
ASRC members understand that the ultimate authority during a 
mission is the Responsible Agent (Sheriff, Park Superinten
dant or Civil Air Patrol Mission Coordinat )*1 the ASRC 
serves at his pleasure and is failing in 
not provide the service he wants. 

c:) 

ts duty if it does 

CO<J~T'I ~AR COO~C)I""I\"f't:)n.. 
*Strictly speaking, only the (§ft:ri:f~ or Park Superinten

dant may be considered the Responsible Agent. However, for 
the purpose of the SAROP, the term Responsible Agent is used 
to denote any person with authority over the ASRC. The CAP 

Mission Coordinator is a notable example, 
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1"HE \J \12.l:.1 tJ \A 
6f"Fl'\E; of'" II. PHASE~. Alert and Mobilization 
E:.1-.K :.-(U,1 Af,.fO 

E:.M i£'tl(,.cy.)(,'1 ~ During Phase~, the ASRC is alerted through the coopera
6.,;{~'" '- e. tion of th~University of Virginia Police Department, and the

.(Oi.£.~ members of the appropriate ASRC Groups are mobilized. After
A.r-"? ~ 

analysis of the available information, the appropriate action 
is taken. This may involve the dispatch of a Quick Response 
Team (QRT) or the planning of a major search effort. Phase ~ 
is illustrated in figure 1. 

---- \I " C'. (\ oP·y\.""''''.:xJ,vlQ~I""\A '-".i-"f-l'IE: (.)F' 'Eo j..lCiLb·( ~ E.- M':;"n,..".:rr,JV\ """o"tv ItC-... OC;~J t...•.. "..,,~;f\,,(.o~"""'I..'"( \. 

.:v'\'1llt..~L~ln\ ~o VrJ1V..:v-.bll""'f.t.R .\I\/ta:>ltJll\. .A:- ....,,-c Dc<~~"l"'M-~ (})'}J,tlf:>D)_':!'.L'OT"\ :J ..A ) ~ .. ... ..,ru ~ j, '..it'; (,"'~(' "~, 

The U.Va. Police D!spatcher is equipped with an ASRC Mis
sion Alert Form (MAF) land aJ,li;Al;~t Officer List (AO List).

/11 /.

Upon receiving a 'call for SAR assistance the Dispatcher fills 
out the MAF getting the complainant's name and telephone num
ber, and instructing him to w~it at hi,S tele~llone ,for a call 
from the ASRC. The Dispatcher then~calls down the AO List 
until he locates an Alert Officer and transmits the informa
tion on the MAP to him. This completes the Police Dispatcher'sq 
duties. VA DE:e t.O<!. "'tJ(';J AR€ . \)f TheAUVAPD telephone ~manned at all times, so that the ASR~ 
can always be reached. However, each Group periodically pub
lishes a list of local contacts so that it may be reached more 
easily. Each list contains complete alert information. 

B) ALERT OFFICER (AO) 
After receiving the MAF information from the Police Dis

patcher, the Alert Officer (AO) calls the complainant to get 
confirmation and enough information to plan an appropriate 
response. He enters the information on a Mission Data Form 
(MDF) • 

From this point, the procedure of the AO is dictated by 
the situation, but several things must be attended tOt 
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Figure 1. Phase _. Alert and Mobi zation. 
The Complainant requests SAR aid from the U.Va. Police 
Dispatcher. The Dispatcher then contacts'an ASRC Alert 
Officer (AO). The AO gets initial information from the 
Complainant, selects a Mission Coordinator (Me) from a 
Group near the mission site, and relays ihformation to 
him. The Me then organizes the response through a Dis
patch Officer (DO) and, if appropriate, a Quick Response 
Leader (QRL). 
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1) The AO must decide on an appropriate response (e.g. 
dispatching a QR Team) 

2) Sufficient information must be secured to support 

the response (the MDF and Missing Person Questionnaire 

(MPQ) help in this effort). 

J) The complainant must be assured that action is being 

taken. 


4) A~~~fgements for furt~ommunication must be made. 

5) t1vA:-'Mlssion Coordinator (AMC) must be appointed and 


I\A~~
informed (the AO may appoint himselfAMC, otherwise he 

~f<.C,
refers to t~~MC List in making the appropriate choice). 
I'NDIlM;l\U.1:I~fV...J A:RP'i>I~~ f'-'\L I. t.J T")t€ GRDvP ~e~l 'fi"t1:= M I!>6l6,." 

C) ~'MIsSI6N 5600RDIN:~~)~(MC)Mm~L~ 
III ~ /I

The Mission Coordinator's job is to direot all aspeots
f\ 

of the ASRC's partioipation in the operation. The effective
ness of the ASRC is his responsibility. 

rv~
TheAMC's first task is to approve and implement the AO's 

initial response plan (the AO and th~~ may be the same per
~ . 

son). However, no action can be taken in the field until the 
Responsible Agent has made the original request for help. If 
not, onoe th~~ has initiated the appropriate mobilization 
plan, he must contact the Responsible Agent. 

Mobilization plans vary from Group to Group, but three 
general principles apply. 

1) The Group level callout is carried out by a Dispatch 
#:;.e.L- ~ 

Officer (DO) selected by the MC. The DO is ~~el~an
l\ 

Amateur Radio Operator (Ham) since his dispatch duties 
involve radio communication. ~ 

2) If a Quick Response (QR) is approlriate, the~MC ap
J?O.oints a Quick Response Leader (QRL)~.=m Aie '1.1Q wea~ 
~.,.» *i8~ (iT. Ij8t~and the QRL assembles the Team. 
In a simple rescue situation th~ may appoint himself 

QRL. N~L 
J) If a Conference-wide callout is appropriate, the~MC 

alerts DO's in the other Groups, which then follow their 
own mobilization procedures. 
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Ci Once the callout procedures are set into motion, the MC 
begins the tasks of gathering information and planning for 
the operation. These tasks are not complete until the opera
tion has ended.' 

D) DISPATCH OFFICER (DO) 
The Dispatch Officer '(DO) has two main responsibilities. 

The first is to maintain radio contact with the QR Team and 
the second is to execute the callout plan according to the 

fbKMC t s instructions. When the callout is finished', the DO fills 
, A-'?IU:;. 

out an Alert Summary Form (ASF) which gives theAMC a quick 
survey of the manpower he has available. 

Each ASRC member is equipped with a Searcher Alert Form 
(SAF) so that he may record his dispatch instructions com
pletely. 

c.) 
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III. PHASE 1t The Quick Response 
The primary missions of the Quick Response Team (QRT) 

are rescue and evacuation. In situations requiring these 
functions there is no question that a ~R is appropriate. 
Nevertheless a QRT can serve a useful function in a search 
situation as well. Although the probability of actually find
ing a lost person with a QRT may be small, the Team can ful
fill four important missions in a search. 
These are 

1) Hasty Search 

2) Initial Survey Search 

J) Initial Scratch Search 

4) Initial Base Operations. 


( ~l 'T/I:;;"~ "5tE If'l~ 'f'"6'-A... <j)ICt"'(""\l1~S) . 

Even if the QRT fails to find the victim, the information 
it gathers about terrain, weather, map accuracy, and road c.on- ... 
ditions may be crucial in the smooth mounting of a large scal(j 
search. 

The QRT will usually make first contact with the Respon
sible Agent and others at the site. Good working relation
ships will depend upon how this contact is made. 

QRT organization is illustrated in figure 2. 

\ 

A'l .QRT ORGANIZATION 
There are five positions on a QRT, but one person may 

fill more than one position. 
1) Quick Response Team Leader (QRL) 

The Team Leader's responsibility is to carry out 
the mission assigned by the Me, within the constraint 
that he provide for the safety of his Team. He is the 
highest authority on the QRT. and he must consider the 
judgment of the other specialists. particularly the 
MEDIC. The QRL's specific duties are 

a) Mission Planning 
b) Navigation 
c) Personnel Management 
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Figure 2. Phase 11 The Quick Response (QR). 
The QR is organized by the Quick Ree:panse Leader (QRL).
Meanwhile, the Dispatch Officer (DO) is alerting the rest 
of the Grou:p. Communication with the Quick Res:ponse Team 
(QR~) in the field is maintained through the Base Officer 
(BO) and the DO. The MC continues to gather intelligence
and :plan the operation' under the Responsible Agent's di 
rection. 

() 
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d) Equipment Management 

e) Safety 

f) Mission Reporting. 


2) Medical Officer (MEDIC) 
The MEDIC is responsible for the medical care of the 

victim and incidental medical care of Team members. The 
MEDIC should be a registered EMT. The MEDIC·s specific 
duties are 

a) Assembling necessary medical equipment 

b) Medical care of team members 

c) Medical care of victim 

d) Advising QRL and Rescue Specialist (RS) on med

ical situation and priorities during rescue and e

vacuation. 


J) Rescue Specialist (RS) 
The Rescue Specialist (as) is responsible for the 

execution of any technical operations including rescue 
and evacuation of the victim. His specific duties are 

a) Assembling necessary technical equipment in
cluding litters and rigging 
b) Supervising all roped travel 
c) Planning and supervising rescue and evacuation 
d) Advising QRL of technical situation and priorities 
e) Enforcing safety standards. 

4) Radio Operator (RO) 
The RO's responsibility is to maintain communication 

with 	the Base Officer (BO). His specific duties are 
a) Assembling communications equipment (with the 
BO) 
b) Establishing initial contact with the DO and the 
BO during Phase t 
c) Maintaining contact with the BO 
d) Advising the QRL of the communications situation. 



'-
/l

i 	

5) Base Officer (BO) 
The BO is responsible for securing the QRT's Base 

(where the vehicles are left) and providing a communica
tions link to the outside world, particularly the DO and 
the Responsible Agent. The BO remains at the Base and 
therefore need not be field qualified. However, he should 
be a Ham. His specific duties are 

a) Assembling communications equipment (with the 
RO) • 
b) Establishing initial contact with the DO and 
the RO during Phase ~ 
c) Maintaining contact with the RO 
d) Advising the QRL and the RO of the communica
tions situation 
e) Keeping a Radio Log (the BO will likely be
come Communications Officer (CO) during Phase 2) 

C·./)
/ 	

f) Handling inquiries from the public at Base 
g) Maintaining liason with the Responsible Agent. 

The QRT must be adapted to fit the situation at hand. 
The number of searchers, the choice of leaders and the equip
ment taken all depend upon the particular problems the QRT 
expects to face. 

B) DISPATCH OFFICER (DO) 
The DO's duties during Phase 1 are essentially the same 

as during Phase ~I implementing the callout and establishing 
and maintaining contact with the QRT through the BO. The BO 
keeps a Radio Log of all traffic with the QRT. 

\~ ! I 	 /t:;fLC 
C) A MISSION COORDINATOR C)t!C) 

During Phase 1 the MC is faced with two main problems.· 
j 

First is supporting his QRT. Second is planning for PhasesC 2, j and 4 should the QRT not locate the victim. 
1) The support requirements of the QRT are 


a) Manpower (if more is needed) 
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b) Supplies (if the QRT is in the field more than 
24 hours) 
c) Intelligence 

aa) Mission status 

bb) Victim information 

cc) Weather reports 

dd) Maps 


d) Medical and evacuation support 
aa) Helicopter evacuation 
bb) Rescue Squad (ambulance) evacuation 
cc) Medical supplies for definitive care (if 
the MEDIC is capable of it) 

e) Communications (if the situation is more diffi 
cult than anticipated). 

2) Planning for a large scale search depends upon the 
circumstances, but five general principles apply a 

a) All action must be approved by the Responsible 

Agent 

b) Initial intelligence gathering is crucial to 

success. 

c) The Mission Staff should be assembled and briefed 

early so that they can help in the planning. 

d) The DO should be kept informed. 

e) The Staff should go to the site as early as pos

sible. but should take care not to leave prematurely. 
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s~ 
IV • PHASE 2 I Scratch and -ih:lr'..·e~ Searching 

If the QR is unsuccessful, the~will have to initiate 
a large scale search effort. During Phase 1, he should have 
made, plans for this contingency, so that a Base Camp can be 
established and Phase 2 can begin as soon as daylight and 
weather permit. If the ASRC is being called to participate 
in a search organized by the Responsible Agent and involving 
other organizations, the procedures of Phase 2 will be fol-

A.,!"L.-C 

lowed by the Me to insure effective participation by ASRC per
sonnel. 

~ 

. ;4+-'

During Phase 2, thet1MC's strategy will consist mainly in 
( \ r- f,..., 111."'" ~ti'fl.k!\ S:.u'05f'

containing the search areaAand in s~rv~ and eerateh searching. 
The details, of course, depend upon the situation. 

c) 

The basic tactical unit in an SAR operation is the Field 


Team, the command and support unit is the Mission Staff. The 

Staff ,assembles Field Teams (designated by letters) and de

ploys them on specific tasks (designated by numbers) in ac
cordance with the~sion Coordinator's search strategy. The 
Task Assignment Form (TAF) is used in assembling a Team suit 
able for a specific task. Figure 3 illustrates Phase 2 organ
ization. 

A) MISSION STAFF 
The purpose of the Mission Staff is to provide the MC 

with enough manpower to meet all his responsibilities in con
ducting the operation. This frees him to carry out his pri 
mary function of strategy planning. On a small operation, the 
MC may himself discharge some or all of the staff duties. 
There are six ,~f thesel 

1) Mission Coordinator (MC) 

c) 
During Phase 2, the specific duties af the MC are 
a) Maintaining liason with the Responsible Agent 
a'nd leaders of other organizations in the operation 
b) Choosing a Base Camp site 
c) Debriefing the Qat 

d) Continuing intelligence gathering 
.. 

I 
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Figure J. Phases 2, J, and~, Large Scale Search 
The Mission Staff, under the direction of the Operations
Officer (00), develops Field Teams to execute particular
tasks. Logistics is handled by the Communications Officer 
(CO), Personnel Officer (PO), and Equipment Officer (EO).
The Dispatch Officer (DO) manages the personnel still in 
town. The Field Team is the basic SAR tactical unit. 
It consists of a Field Team Leader (FTL), Radio Operator
(RO), Medical Officer (MEDIC), Rescue Specialist (RS), 
Driver (DR), and Searchers (SR). 
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e) Planning strategy (maintaining the Strategy 
Map) 
f) Planning relief and support. 

2) Operations Officer (00) 

The Operations Officer (00) is the MC's lieutenant. 
He is responsible for executing the Me's strategy and for 
running the Base camp and the Operations Center. He 
supervises all other members of the Mission Staff. His 
specific duties are 

a) General operational planning 
b) Supervising task assignment (initiates use of 
TAF) 
c) Maintaining Status Map 
d) Briefing and debriefing Field Team Leaders (FTL's) 
e) Maintaining OPerations Log 
f) Enforcing security in Base Camp 
g) Supervising Mission St3ff. 

3) Communications Officer (CO) 
The Communications Officer (CO) is responsible for 

the effectiveness of all ASRC communications. His spe
cific duties are 

a) Directing the establishment, maintenance and 
improvement of the communications network 
b) Supervising the Communications Center and Radio 
Operators 

aa) Enforcing SOP 
bb) Enforcing security at the Communications 
Center 
cc) Supervising log keeping 
dd) Maintaining System Chart 

c) Advising Mission Staff on communications matters 

c) d) Advising Equipment Officer (EO) on issue and 
maintenance of communications equipment 
e) Providing communications instructions to Field 



Teams (this is accomplished using the TAP). 

4) Equipment Officer (EO) 
The Equipment Officer (EO) is responsible for the 

physical needs of the operation, 
a) Equipment 
b) Transport 
c) Shelter 
d) Food 
e) Water 
f) Sanitation. 
Some of the EO's specific duties are 
a) Maintaining the Equipment Inventory 
b) Issuing equipment to Field Teams and collecting 
it upon return (this is accomplished using the TAF) 
c) Scheduling the use of vehicles 
d) Coordinating the efforts of relief agencies (e.g. 
Red Cross) to supply food and shelter 
e) Advising Mission Staff on matters under his con..\,,~ 
troll 

5) Personnel Officer (PO) 
The Personnel Officer (PO) is r"esponsi"ble for man

aging all the people working with the ASRC in the opera
tion. He should be able, at any time, to say where any 
particular person is or whether or not a person of cer
tain capabilities and personal equipment is available for 
team assignment. The PO's specific duties are 

a) Registering all incoming searchers 
b) Checking out all outgoing searchers 
c) Maintaining the Personnel Roster 
d) Maintaining the TAF File 
e) Coordinating with the DO in executing the MC's 
dispatch and relief plans 
f) Assembling Field Teams (this is accomplished 

using the TAF). 
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6) Dispatch Officer (DO) 
Each DO's responsibilities during Phase 2 are to 

provide a communications link to his Group's home town 
and to execute the MC's dispatch plan. He will work un
der the direction of the PO. Each DO is responsible for 
providing his own relief. 

B) THE FIELD TEAM 
The Field Team is the basic tactical SAR unit. The 

success of the mission depends entirely upon the intelligence 
with which Teams are deployed and upon their effectiveness in 
the field. 

A Field Team is organized in essentially the same way as 
the QR Team. The differences are 

1) The leader is called a Field Team Leader (FTL) 
2) There is no Base Officer 
J) Since the EO endeavors to have vehicles driven only 
by their owners, appropriate members of the Team are 
designated Drivers (DRs) 
4) The Field Team is designated by a letter (e.g. Team C). 

OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS 

1) Task Assignment 


A task is an attempt to solve a particular tactical 
SAR problem generated by the MC's strategy. There are 
four basic kinds of taskss 

a) Support task 
This is an effort to resupply or add manpower 

to a Team in the field. 
b) Commo Task 

aa) Relay: a radio operator who relays mes
sages. 

bb) Repeater; an automatic or semi-automatic 

relay station. 


c) Search Task 
aa) Scratch: search of a point or linear 

cv~ 10 (rfl9A-r>16 ~ 
f~C. 



feature 
bb) Survey: search of a large area from a 
single vantage point. 

I:~~"" ;1.,1 
~ , cc ) Sweep' are:a~''Searchby a small team. 

dd) Line: saturation area search by a large 
team (cf. Phase J). 
ee) Containment; patrol of the perimeter <?-",f 

~the search area iflcase the victim walks out. 
d) Rescue Task 

aa) Rescue: extrication and medical stabili
zation. 
bb) EvaCI transportation of victim to road 
or heliport. 

There are an inf~nity of variations. 
Once a task need has been identified the 00 numbers 

it and enters a description on a Task Assignment Form 
(TAF). The other staff members then' follow the standard 
task assignment procedure (on the TAF) 'to assemble a 
suitable Field Team with proper equipment and communi
cations to execute the task. The FTL is summoned and 
briefed, he assembles his Team, it gets a final brief
ing from the 00 and departs from Base Camp. 

If a task is identified which can be carried out 
by a team already in the field, a similar (but simpler) 
procedure is followed and the team is briefed by radio 
on its new assignment. 

When a team returns to Base Camp, the FTL must be 
debriefed and the team must check all its equipment 
with the EO before its task is considered complete. 

2) Relief 
People are fragile machines: a searcher's efficien

cy and safety consciousness decrease rapidly under stress 
or after a few hours of searching. The Staff must be 

very careful not to overextend the operation t s . manpowe:- l\ .. ) 
capabilities or mistakes will be made and accJ.dents wJ.ll '."t 
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happen. 

'j In a situation where manpower is limited, the MC 

-,,",I 

will probably not want to carry out any night search
ing, except perhaps for some simple surveys. A single 
staff can effectively run such a "daylight operation" 
by sleeping at night. 

On the other hand, if it is reasonable to search 
around the clock, the Base Camp must be manned by re
lief staffs. Ordinarily this is accomplished with two 
relief staffs and the regular staff, standing eight 
hour watches. Each relief watch is led by a Watch 
Officer (WO) who serves as both MC and 00 during his 
shift. The WO should notify the MC of any major de
velopments. 

Relief of searchers in the field is even more im
portant. Exhausted searchers, even if willing. must 
not be sent out on yet another task: it is bad econ
omics to expend two searchers' lives trying to save 
one victim. The MC's dispatch plan should allow for 
staggering of mobilization times so that fresh search
ers are always available. 

J) Safety 
Everyone should be fanatical about safety. An op

eration involving 100 people for J days entails 7200 ~~
hours of opportunity for disaster. 

4) Liason with Other Organizations 
The ASRC will seldom, if ever, be operating by it 

self on a mission. To ensure success, the MC must under
stand what the Responsible Agent expects of the ASRC and 
endeavor to fulfill that expectation without interfering 
with other organizations. Careful coordination by the 
MC is essential. 
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5) Communications 

Effective communication i\s extremely important to <) 
effective operation. There ar~ two aspects of effective 
communicationJ . ·l 

a) The net must be compl teo Traffic cannot be 
passed to a station that pannot be worked. The CO 
must endeavor to place re~ays and repeaters where 
they are needed and the 00 must not send teams where 
he can't talk to them. Rfs must follow their commo 
instructions. 

CJ)M'M-1J'fJ 1(1)''\' CJ<-'S C~ 
..!ibelf C~ RI\U)(J.? 

~fiJ'tUh-1mJl> ~.......Q"""""'  .. ~~~_~::s:_~:~h:~~!~nm:s:l~~o~~::~at:~di:'~:r:!:~ 
-nrc S,~f(1LIJ ~ must understand that theif job is to pass traffic,t'\~I\tA" r~,t'1" (".<1M. 


""L.. "/'fl.. "fl"\l-p~, not to generate it. Tactical decisions must be left 

to the leaders. Use of the radio SOP enhances ac
curacy. I 


• I 

6) Public Relations [
Public Relations is the p~ovince of the Responsible 

Agent. All inquiries should b~ referred to him or his 
delegate (sometimes the MC). Searchers must be remindedby the PO to be tactful but Cldlse-mOUthed. 
7) Evacuations . 

Once a victim is located a\nd medically stabilized, 
the problem remains of removing him to a hospital. The 

I 

evac is carried out in two sta~ess transportation by a 
Field Team to an accessible lociation such as a road or 
a helispot, and then transporta'tion by ambulance or heli 
copter to the appropriate medic~l facility. 

Planning for various evac oontingencies must be done 
well in advance of the find so fhat no time is lost once 
the rescue is complete. The MC , shoud note on the Strategy 
Map all usable h8.1la:po.t& and paFsable roads, but the 00 
should note on the Status Map ohly those under active 
consideration for use. 
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Planning the evac route should be done using all 
available reconnaissance data, especially the observa
tions of the FTL at the site. Arrangements for ambu
lances and helicopters will be made by the Me. usually 
in consultation with the Responsible Agent. 

c) 
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V. PHASE.31 SatlXration Searching! 

Phase .3 begins as soon as the iMC decides ~gin$at- (, '~\ 
Iol-I'ation searching (whether or not scratch N~, StU vey search-J 
ing is terminated). The organizat~on of the operation changes 

, 

very little at this time; it is t~e nature of the tasks which 
is diffe:r;ent ..The biggest change lJ.s the large influx of peo
ple (mostiY";~lunteers) and the su~sequent dilution of Field 

0~,.J6P ' II . ! ' c' A \ ; 'i i " 

Teams wi th inexperi,~~e..~tsearchers.! k, . . ..,....".....-. ". 
. • -'" ' >!,' '<, i ,-\ I, i f"lt \') ~ - s ( '\. ,'{ ii" " /". • 

fo-J The ASRC:.is not large enoug\h to mount a: large scale ""C 

?~earch bi~itsUi.': Co~sequentlY .\j;vo[~~te;'rs~ will be need~dl:' 
during Phase.3. These areMa~~ixed plessing. Often local, 
people have more thorough knOWledgei of the terrain than any' 
ASRC people and the wise MC will exploit this knowledge. He 
will also be careful of it. The prbblem with volunteers 
is that they are inexperienced as sfarChers and must be taught 
search techniques on the spot. This teaching makes great , 
demands on the leadership capabilittes of ASRC people. Dur

I;l,.-' " :-- I 

ing Phase 2. few volunteers I should 1pe employed (by the ASRC) ,'J 
except in containment tasks and in -rhose special circumstances\" 
where a volunteer h~s a valuable expertise. During Phase .3. 
however, volu'nte~'rs are c;mpletely ~ndispensable.

1\ ,~#;'_j, 

(~~~ usual depl~~~:::~ ~of vOlunt~ers!\ is ir~~earches. 
ASRC'peop-le provide leadership. communications and medical 

I~:':T~':- ,Y~'··i'",,;'\-;"t'''\:-c:~t)~;-:,,1;:.o ,

expertise~ while 'the--- volunteers pro~ide the bulk of the man
power. Specially skilled volunteer4' 

, 

such as Hams and Rescu.e 
Squadsmen should be placed in positj;ons where their skills 
can be utilized. ASRC members must ibe particularly alert 

, 

for safety problems'i~i': ! 
Each incoming'volunteer must register with the PO (using

;\ 

a Searcher Registration Form (SRF) " and be issued a Searcher 
Information Sheet (SIS) containing!line search instructions. 
operational procedures and safety ~ules. The PO should en
deavor to assig~volu~t~;rs to Fieid Teams as soon as possible

,\ 

so as to avoid c~nfusion. Each FT~ is then responsible for 
~ the welfare and effectiveness of h1s\volunteers. 


=-~,--,.,..,~Volunteers leaving the search 'must check out with the PO, 

. I ~ 

and each FTL should take care to s~e that his (lIe1:unteers') do so. 
, I L 

, ~ 

http:ASRC:.is
http:PHASE.31
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VI. 	 PHASE 41 Withdrawal 

Phase 4 begins whenever the search is terminated, either 
because it has been successful or because it has been aban
doned. 

An orderly withdrawal is necessary so that no searchers 
get misplaced and so that the ASRC is ready for mobilization 
again as soon as possible. The withdrawal is carried out in 
three stages I 

A) vuCsIL- A"Sf.a:!. c.>~,·~,-
All" ""clttft"'eeros"must be accounted for and since some 

can be counted on to fail to check out, ASRC people will 
be needed to track them down. 

B) WITHDRAWAL OF ASRC S~RS:'""'"(~~ 
/~ ._ •• "-c..•..L:-..... t.l~- f>tsr<t:.. ~~ ~,

Once theA'rIoll:ln1;eerSAare checked out, theiASRC mem
bers begin withdrawing with their equipment. The pro
cedure is the same as for a Field Team returning from 
a task. except that the Team is released to go home 
rather than to rest in Base Camp. All searchers must 
check out with the PO and all equipment must be checked 
through the EO. 

~{2.~,~\~ 
C) tASTAFF WITHDRAWAL 

Once all people and equipment are accounted for, the 
K:J1(MC should report to the Responsible Agent that all is well 

M~Gto.-'
and then withdraw hist\;:)taff. The mission is not completed, 
however, until all equipment is properly stored • 

WIT::!?~~~",?Fi\!,i~~!f=~~~ 

..,----
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GLOSSARY 

~ 
AO: Alert Officer. II-B 
AO List. List of available Alert Officers. II-A 
ASRC I Appalachian Search and Rescue Conference 
ASF. Alert Summary Form. I'I-D 

/'_ i /Base 	Camp. The central location from which the mission is 
conducted. Ordlnarily contains an Operations Center,
Communications Center and Rest Space. IV , 

BOI Base Officer. II-A-5 
O~l~ 

CO. Communications Officer. IV-A-J 
c~~ 

CommunicationsCenterl Place at Base Camp from which commu
nications are coordinated. Abbreviated COMCTR. IV-A-J 

DO. Dispatch Officer. II-C-l, II-D, III-B, IV-A-6 
, , DRI Driver. IV-B-J 

EMTI Registered Emergency Medical Technician. IV-A-2 
, II', 

EO. Equipment Officer. IV-A-4 
Equipment Inventory: A card file system which lists all equip

ment available to the ASRC and shows its deployment.
rv-A-4-a 


Field Team. IV-B 

FTLa Field Team Leader. IV-B-l 


..FTL List. List of qualified :t?leld Tearn Leaders. II 9-2 

Group. The ASRC is divided into semi-autonomous Groups, each 
serving a distinct geographical region~ 

Ham: Amateur Radio Operator~ III-A-5 
Hasty Searchl A,csearcb.g,t.. the.. u:e.a. i.mmedj ately surround; net __._ 

the---pbrce'lJ!Aere a missing pel SOlI was last seem, in"hopes 
that.,b_~ __~--really l-est •.-..lII res. lfb..... .,- l,..,1"Q'1 5~)'lYt:C "..>eN:£<~ 

," • I~~ {Jf'" "YQtN~ ~ 
~AFI Misslon Alert Form. II-A 
MCa Mission Coordlnator. II-C, III-C, rv-A-l 
MDFa Mission Data Form. II-B-2 
MEDICI Medical Officer. III-A-2 
Mission Staff: MC, 00, EO, PO, CO, DO. rv-A-2 

Missing Person Questionnaire. II-B-2fJ r\SHZ-. ( MPQ I 

tJ~,..,....",,- ~""~OO: Operations Officer. IV-A-2 
('.!l.... 9~ .1-0 

f2,..t;c"t .-----=operations Centera Place at Base Camp where strategy is planned 
and tasks assigned. Abbreviated OPSCTR. IV-A-2 



Operations Log. A record of all significant operational events 
occurring during a mission. Abbreviated OPSLOG. IV-A-2 

Personnel Rosters A card file system which lists all person
nel available to the ASRC and shows their deployment.
IV-A-5-c 

Phase ~s Alert and Mobilization phase. II 
Phase ls Quick Response phase. III 
Phase 2. Scratch and Survey Searching phase. IV 
Phase J: Saturation Searching phase. V 

f'LS\ '-Phase 4s Withdrawal phase. VI 
\=hl"'~ l '-l /' 
s~..."":> 'ltl~ PO s Personnel Officer. IV-A-5 

I p.:rv\l'J,...o 
~l¥;in"'Ov'u-' QR s Quick Response. III 
Iif "tltr; ~CA\ 


;;;~~6 QRLI Quick Response Leader. III-A-1 

~ QRT s Quick Response Team. III 

Radio Logs A record of all traffic passed by a station. Other 
notes pertinent to communications may be entered in the 
log. III-A-5-e, III-B 

Reconnaissance I The gathering of information about conditio'ns 
at a remote location. Not to be confused with Survey. III 

Responsible Agents The person to whom the ASRC is responsible
during a mission. I-D 

ROs Radio Operator. III-A-4, IV-A-J 
RS. Rescue Specialist. III-A-J 
SAPs Searcher Alert Form. III-D 
SARs Search and Rescue. I 
SAROPa Search and Rescue Operations Plan. I 
SISs Searcher Information Sheet. V 
SRF I Searcher Registration ,Form. V 
Status Maps A map of the search area showing what has been 

done and what is being done. It is continuously updated
by the 00 to show positions of Field Teams, areas of cov
erage, clues and reconaissance ,data. IV-A-2-b 

Strategy Maps A map of the search area used by the MC to plan 
strategy and by the 00 to make task assignments. IV-A-1-e 

System Charts A chart used by the CO to schematically repre
sent the communications network. It shows deployment of 
stations, call signs, frequencies, special instructions 
and check-in information. IV-A-J-b-bb 

TAFt Task Assignment Form. IV-V-1 
TAP File: A file of Task Assignment Forms maintained by the 

PO. The File keeps the TAPs available for reference and 
modification and is the definitive record of personnel 
and equipment deployment. IV-A-5-d 
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Tasks IV-C-l 

UVAPD: University of Virginia Police Department. II-A 
WO. Watch Officer. IV-C-2 
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